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Abstract— Demand-driven spectrum allocation can drastically
improve performance for WiFi access points struggling under
increasing user demands. While their frequency agility makes
cognitive radios ideal for this challenge, performing adaptive
spectrum allocation is a complex and difficult process. In this
work, we propose FLEX, an efficient spectrum allocation ar-
chitecture that efficiently adapts to dynamic traffic demands.
FLEX tunes network-wide spectrum allocation by access points
coordinating with peers, minimizing network resets through
local adaptations. Through detailed analysis and experimental
evaluation, we show that FLEX converges quickly, provides
users with proportional-fair spectrum usage and significantly
outperforms existing spectrum allocation proposals.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As WiFi networks become a pervasive last mile connectivity
tool, WiFi users are suffering from poor performance at
crowded hotspots. Take for example recent experiences at
ACM conferences such as SIGCOMM and MobiCom. When
more than 200 attendees compete for wireless access on the
same network, each user obtains minimal bandwidth barely
enough to support email access. As bandwidth-hungry devices
such as AppleTV and iPhone join the fray, these frustrating
experiences will become an increasingly common part of our
daily lives. The fundamental observation is that increasing user
participation leads to greater variability in traffic density and
demands, and consequently more unpredictable user experi-
ences.

To improve the user experience, WiFi access points (AP)
must adjust their allocated bandwidth based on varying traffic
demands. Existing networks exploit MIMO techniques to
improve AP bandwidth, but the improvement is limited by
the number of antennas. On the other hand, varying APs’
spectrum allocation would be a natural and highly effective
approach. Unfortunately, current WiFi networks cannot exploit
this approach because of the following restrictions:

• Each AP’s spectrum usage is fixed by its radio hardware.
Because a WiFi radio can only access one channel at any
time, each AP’s spectrum usage is defined by the number
of radios equipped, typically less than 2 in practical
deployments.

• Each AP’s channel is statically assigned, but its traffic
demand varies across time. Upon a meeting or a class,
a lightly-loaded AP will become a hotspot within a few
minutes. More importantly, network measurements have
shown that traffic dynamics are unpredictable [8], making
static channel planning infeasible.

Lacking the flexibility to adapt spectrum usage, WiFi net-
works face great challenges in providing satisfactory user
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Fig. 1. Comparing WiFi and CR radios. CRs can use multiple channels.

performance. Cognitive radios (CR) are the ideal solution to
this problem. Unlike WiFi radios, CRs can access spectrum
flexibly. CRs partition spectrum into a large number of or-
thogonal channels, and transmit using a flexible set of channels
simultaneously as shown in Figure 1. Existing CR testbeds and
on-going research have demonstrated the hardware feasibility
of this technique [5], [18]. By adjusting the amount and the
frequency location of spectrum usage, CRs can adapt their
bandwidth on-the-fly.

Intuitively, user performance in WiFi networks can be
significantly improved by equipping APs and end-devices with
CRs. APs can quickly adapt their spectrum usages to varying
traffic demands while minimizing the interference with nearby
peers. The fundamental challenges are how to determinewhich
and how manychannels each AP should use tomaximize
user satisfaction, and how to adapt AP spectrum usages to
their dynamic traffic demands. Prior work [1], [20] develops
centralized algorithms to allocate each CR a spectrum block
of variable size based on traffic demands. Such centralized
architecture, while simplifying algorithm design, can suffer
from significant adaptation delay and communication cost in
large-scale wireless networks. To cope with fast-growing WiFi
deployments, APs should also determine their spectrum allo-
cations in a timely manner, requiring minimum management.

In this paper, we propose a distributed approach for CR-
equipped APs to dynamically access spectrum based on their
traffic demands. Our design considers the following three
primary goals:

• Quickly adapting to varying traffic demands.

• Capable of maximizing user proportional-fairness.

• Distributed, scalable, requiring minimum management.

More specifically, we present FLEX, a distributed architec-
ture for APs to adapt spectrum usage. Using FLEX, APs coor-
dinate with peers and iteratively apply local improvementsto
tune network-wide spectrum allocation. Upon traffic dynamics,
instead of performing another round of global optimization,
only affected APs and their close neighbors perform local
improvements. These local actions occur in parallel across
the network, resulting in very low adaptation delay. We
demonstrate analytically and show experimentally that this
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Fig. 2. An example scenario which shows the benefits of fast traffic-
aware adaptation. At timeT0, two wireless users move from AP B
to AP C.

new architecture quickly adapts to network dynamics and
significantly outperforms priori spectrum allocation proposals.

Our key contributions are of three-fold:

• We propose a novel distributed algorithm that applies
local improvements to tune network-wide spectrum al-
location considering traffic demands. We prove its con-
vergence and show that it provides guaranteed spectrum
usage.

• We implement the FLEX algorithm using a light-weight
coordination protocol and analyze the adaptation delay.
APs coordinate in the background without disrupting
existing user activity, and utilize spatial parallelism to
reduce adaptation delay.

• We perform extensive experiments to evaluate FLEX.
Compared to prior proposals, FLEX improves the spec-
trum utilization and fairness by more than 30%. FLEX
quickly adapts to traffic variations, requiring only 2-6
seconds for a large WiFi network of 400 access points.

II. M OTIVATION AND PROBLEM MODEL

FLEX targets WiFi deployments in large corporate or city
campuses, which place APs densely to provide seamless con-
nectivity. As user activity changes, each AP’s traffic demand
varies unpredictably [8]. The fundamental problem is how
to allocate spectrum channels to APs based on their traffic
demands to maximize user satisfaction while minimizing con-
flict. In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of fast traffic-
aware adaptation and formally present the FLEX problem
model. We will present the FLEX distributed allocation algo-
rithm in Section III and implement it as the FLEX coordination
protocol in Section IV.

A. Benefits of Fast Traffic-Aware Adaptation

To demonstrate the benefits of fast traffic-aware spectrum
allocation and adaptation, we consider the following example.
As shown in Figure 2, three APs A, B and C with different
numbers of associated users are within the interference range
of each other. We assume there areM = 9 channels and all
users have the same traffic demand.

Without considering traffic heterogeneity, each AP should
get the same amount of the spectrum: 3 channels. Since each
AP equally divides its spectrum to its associated users in time,

individual users associated with A, B and C get 0.6, 1, and 3
channels, respectively. Such unfairness among users can lead
to either user starvation or wasted spectrum resource. Being
traffic-aware, the system allocates 5 channels to A, 3 channels
to B, and 1 channel to C, so that each user gets the same
amount of spectrum: 1 channel. Therefore, being traffic-aware
can significantly improve user fairness and hence satisfaction.

Fast adaptation is critical for traffic-aware spectrum allo-
cation. Since wireless networks are dynamic in natural, each
AP’s traffic load varies quickly over time. Only if spectrum
allocations adapt quickly to traffic dynamics, can the benefits
of traffic-aware allocation be achieved. We show this using the
same example in Figure 2: at timeT0, two users disassociate
with B and associate with C, changing the traffic loads of
B and C significantly. Unless AP spectrum allocations adapt
quickly to this new traffic load, the user of B gets 3 channels
while others get1/3 channel.

Fast adaptation in large-scale wireless networks, however, is
challenging given the network scale. For example, metropoli-
tan wireless networks have thousands of APs concentrated in
a small area. To achieve fast traffic-aware spectrum allocation
in this type of networks, we need a distributed solution that
has minimum management overhead, and adapts quickly to
traffic dynamics.

B. Problem Model

We formally define the traffic-aware spectrum allocation
as a combinatorial optimization problem. For simplicity, we
describe the problem model and FLEX design within the
context of binary pairwise interference condition. In thiscase,
we group each AP and its users into a super-node, and two
super-nodes either conflict and cannot use the same channel
concurrently or do not conflict. We also assume channels
are homogeneous with the same bandwidth and interference
property. Our algorithm and analytical conclusions can be
extended to complex interference and channel conditions, as
discussed in Section VI.

We first define the following notations:

Nodes We group each AP and its users into a single node
i, i ∈ [1, N ], whereN is the number of APs in the campus.

Channels The spectrum is divided into a large set (M ) of
orthogonal channels∗, indexed1 to M .

Interference Constraints We model the interference con-
dition as a binary metric between any two nodesn, k:

cn,k =

{

1, noden andk conflict with each other
0, noden andk can reuse the same channel.

Neighbors Nodek is the “neighbor” of noden if cn,k = 1.

Conflict-free Channel Allocation We represent an alloca-
tion as

am,n =

{

1, channelm assigned to noden
0, otherwise.

∗Using multicarrier modulation with proper guardband, channels in cogni-
tive radio networks are orthogonal [5], [18].
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Under the interference constraints, an allocation is conflict-free
if am,n · am,k = 0, if cn,k = 1, ∀ n, k ∈ [1, N ], m ∈ [1, M ].

Let Sn =
∑M

m=1 am,n represent APn’s spectrum usage.

Fairness-driven Optimization FLEX maximizes user sat-
isfaction by maximizing userproportional fairness. Let bi

represent the number of channels allocated to useri. Then the
allocation vectorb = (bi, i ∈ I) is proportionally fair if for
any other feasible vectorb′, the aggregate of the proportional
changes is not positive:

∑

i∈I

b′i − bi

bi

≤ 0.

It was shown by [14] that the maximum proportional fairness
is achieved by maximizing

∑

i∈I log(bi). Assuming each AP
n’s bandwidth scales linearly with its spectrum usageSn, and
is divided equally among its associated users†, we model each
user’s bandwidth asbi = Sn/tn where tn is the number of
users associated to APn. As a result, we can rewrite the
proportional fairness metric as

Ufair =

N
∑

n=1

tn log
Sn

tn
=

N
∑

n=1

tn log

M
∑

m=1

am,n−

N
∑

i=1

tn log(tn)

For easy notation, we remove the second item inUfair since
it does not depend on the allocation{am,n}.

From the above, we can represent FLEX’s spectrum alloca-
tion problem as

Find {am,n}n∈[1,N ],m∈[1,M ]

Maximize
N
∑

n=1

tn log

(

M
∑

m=1

am,n

)

(1)

Subject to am,n · am,k = 0, if cn,k = 1

∀ n, k ∈ [1, N ], m ∈ [1, M ].

This is a constrained non-linear optimization problem and
has been shown to be NP-complete [9]. In large-scale WiFi
networks, each AP’s number of users (ti) changes over time,
which raises the challenge to quickly adapt the channel as-
signment to optimize the fairness. To deal with this challenge,
FLEX introduces efficient heuristics to approximate the global
optimum while minimizing the computation overhead.

III. FLEX A LLOCATION ALGORITHM

Motivated by the idea in Section II, we design FLEX to
allow APs to coordinate and quickly adapt to varying traffic
demands. FLEX differs significantly from prior graph coloring
schemes [2], [7], [10] that allocate channels to achieve a given
spectrum usage while minimizing the number of channels
used. Instead, FLEX targets typical WiFi scenarios:

Given M spectrum channels, how do APs determine which
and how many channels to use in order to maximize user
fairness while being conflict-free?

The critical challenge is how should APs determine a
fairness-maximizing channel allocation with only local infor-
mation. FLEX introduces a novel distributed strategy using

†For simplicity we assume users have equal traffic demands. Inpractice,
APs can assign users with spectrum proportional to their traffic demands.

Time t1 Time t2

Fig. 3. FLEX local improvement framework – Nodes form local events
with their conflicting neighbors recursively. FLEX schedules multiple local
improvements in parallel to minimize adaptation delay.

iterative local improvements. Starting from an initial alloca-
tion, APs iteratively improve local spectrum usage towardsan
allocation with higher system utility among its current solution
neighborhood. The process repeats until an efficient global
allocation is found. More importantly, by regulating the format
of local improvements, FLEX quickly leads the system to a
stable state where each AP acquires spectrum usage that is
lower-bounded.

A. Adaptation via Local Coordination

FLEX iteratively modifies local spectrum allocation to tune
network-wide spectrum allocation. Define a local area that
contains a set of nodes:P = {n1, n2, ...nP } (shown as a
shaded area in Figure 3). We can rewrite the optimization
function in eq. (1) into:

Ufair =
∑

n∈[1,N ]\P

tn log Sn +
∑

n∈P

tn log Sn

= U(\P) + U(P). (2)

A local improvement over P is to modify
{{am,n}m∈[1,M ]}n∈P (hereby referred to as{Sn}n∈P) to
improve Ufair. By applying local improvements recursively
across the network, FLEX gradually improvesUfair to
approximate the global optimum.

The fundamental challenge is how to ensure each local
improvement can improveUfair. Because of interference,
changes to{Sn}n∈P may lead to conflicts at nodes outsideP

and degradeU(\P). Furthermore, it may lead to a subsequent
set of local improvements across the area, destabilizing the
system. FLEX eliminates such conflict by limiting the set of
usable channels inP, preventing any conflict to nodes outside
P. That is, nodes inP will not use any channel that is used
by a conflicting neighbor inside and outside ofP. In this
way, modifying{Sn}n∈P can improveU(P) without changing
U(\P). Hence, any local improvement overU(P) leads to a
global improvement inUfair.

FLEX keepsP small to simplify the local optimization
procedure. The simplest format is a single node,P = {n},
i.e. a node gets one more channel only if it is not used
by any neighbors. This format, commonly found in cellular
networks [11] to minimize voice blocking, is extremely limited
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in maximizing fairness for data services. We analyze the local
improvement format and adopt a different strategy:Any node
in need of spectrum can request its conflicting neighbors
to give up some channels in order to maximize the local
fairness. Hence, each local improvement contains a noden
and its immediate neighbors:P = {n, N(n)} whereN(n) =
{k |c(n, k) = 1}. Noden will modify {an,m}n∈P,m=1..M to
maximizeU(P) while maintaining the sameU(\P).

Our algorithm is supported by the following theorem, which
shows that the system converges‡ after a limited number of
local improvements. Each AP obtains a guaranteed number of
channels, proportional to the ratio of its traffic demand and
those of its neighbors.

Theorem 1:The system will converge within a finite num-
ber of iterations. If APs have equal traffic demands, it will
converge with an expected number of O(N2) iterations. When
the system converges, APn’s spectrum usage is lower bounded
by

Sn > tn · (

⌊

M

tn +
∑

k∈N(n) tk

⌋

− 1) (3)

When M � tn +
∑

k∈N(n) tk, Sn ≥ tn·M
tn+

∑

k∈N(n) tk
, referred

to as the relaxed lower bound.

The proof is in Appendix A. Note that this bound is similar
to the local fairness constraint defined in [13], [20] and in
the classical weighted fair queuing problem [6]. However, the
main difference is that this fairness expression is derivedas
a performance guarantee as the result of the global fairness
optimization in (1). It is alower boundon AP’s spectrum
usage, not a preset constraint.

B. Organizing Multiple Local Improvements

As traffic and network topology vary, many local improve-
ments are required to tune network-wide spectrum allocation.
As shown in Figure 3, FLEX schedules multiple local im-
provements to execute in parallel to minimize adaptation delay.
FLEX implements these strategies as a coordination protocol
executed by each AP. We will present the protocol design and
analyze its performance in Section IV.

IV. U SING FLEX IN PRACTICE: AN ACCESSPOINT

COORDINATION PROTOCOL

Aside from its algorithmic advantage, we show that FLEX
can be implemented in practice as a coordination protocol.
In corporate or city WiFi campuses, APs are cooperative and
execute the FLEX coordination protocol to adapt spectrum
allocation to traffic dynamics and maximize user satisfaction.
APs exchange spectrum usage and traffic load information
with peers periodically to identify sub-optimality in spec-
trum allocation. Upon detecting a sub-optimal allocation,APs
communicate with neighboring peers to apply FLEX local
improvement. We note that APs coordinate in the background

‡The system converges when no local improvement of the given format
can improve the system utility.

without disrupting existing users communications. Upon iden-
tifying an efficient allocation, APs inform users to modify their
spectrum usage. The primary goal of our protocol design is to
minimize the system-wide adaptation delay.

We assume APs exchange coordination information through
a dedicated control radio, which is widely used in existing CR
testbeds [16], [19]. The protocol sits on top of the MAC and
produces coordination messages as application packets. For
simplicity, we describe the protocol assuming APs can reli-
ably identify and directly communicate with their conflicting
neighborsi.e. N(n). We discuss practical implications of these
assumptions in Section VI.

A. Executing A Local Improvement Event

To perform a local improvement overP = {n, N(n)}, APs
execute the following procedures.

• Request– APn initiates the local improvement by broad-
casting a “request” to its conflicting neighbors. APn
initiates a local improvement if 1) it identifies conflicts in
channel usage with its neighborsN(n), or 2) it identifies
sub-optimality in local spectrum allocation.

• Acknowledgement– Upon receiving a request, an AP
responds with an ACK if it is not currently participating
in any local improvement event, otherwise a NACK.

• Announcement– Without collecting all the|N(n)| ACK
acknowledgements within a certain time, APn cancels
the coordination event. Otherwise,n will execute a local
improvement and broadcast the local allocation adjust-
ment to its neighbors.

• Improvement and Release– Upon receiving the an-
nouncement, nodes inP will record their new spectrum
allocation and release themselves from the current local
improvement event.

Figure 4 presents the state transition diagram for APs running
the FLEX protocol. Each AP transits among “idle”, “initiator”
and “responder”. To avoid conflict, FLEX requires that at
any given time, each node can only participate in one local
improvement event.

We can derive the duration of a local improvement event as
the sum of these four stages:

T = Trequest + Tack + Tannounce + Trelease

where Trequest and Tannounce are the time to broadcast a
single coordination packet,Tack is the time to collect ac-
knowledgements from multiple neighbors andTrelease is a
small constant factor. The value ofT depends significantly on
the underlining MAC protocol. Using a 802.11 MAC protocol,
the dominating component isTack because multiple neighbors
of n will contend to send back acknowledgements which
may collide with each other. In Section IV-C we analytically
evaluate the delay.

B. Organizing Multiple Coordination Events

The system’s adaptation delay represents the total time re-
quired for the FLEX algorithm to converge,i.e. no AP initiates
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Broadcast Protect

Need Coordination, 
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Fig. 4. FLEX State Transition Diagram

local improvement. To minimize the adaptation delay, FLEX
allows multiple local improvements to execute in parallel.The
example in Figure 3 shows that at timet1, 4 local improvement
events execute in parallel without any conflict. This is achieved
naturally using local requests.

On the other hand, while maximizing parallelism, the FLEX
protocol also places conflicting coordination events to different
times. Because APs only have local view of the network,
conflicts will likely occur when multiple local improvements
contend for transmission medium or an AP. For example, when
APs near an active local improvement event start to initiate
new events, their coordination packets will disrupt existing
coordinations. Similarly, when neighboring APs initiate new
events simultaneously, their request packets contend. Even if
their requests were sent successfully, they are likely to target
common neighbors. Because each node can only ACK to one
event, most requests fail, leading to unnecessary waste of
resource and higher coordination delay.

The FLEX protocol minimizes conflicts by organizing
the timing of local improvement events. First, to minimize
contention among requests, APs apply arequest backoffto
randomize their timing. Using an exponential increase mech-
anism similar to the 802.11 protocol, APs double request
backoff window when its request fails. Second, to minimize
disruption to active events, APs broadcast aprotectionpacket
immediately before responding ACK to a request. The packet
carries aprotection period(TP ) field that estimates the time
required to finish the current event,TP = Tack +Tannounce +
Trelease. Neighbors use this information to delay their future
requests/coordinations to the estimated finish time. Finally,
APs use timeouts to release themselves from unsuccessful
local improvement events. APs in the initiator state estimate
the maximum waiting time for acknowledgements; APs in
the responder state estimate the maximum waiting time for
announcements.

C. Analytical Models ofTP and T

As discussed earlier, the dominating component inTP (and
T ) is Tack. In this section, we show that we can analytically
deriveTack as a function of|N(n)|, assuming the control radio
uses the 802.11 MAC protocol.

To model the random backoff and contention amongN(n)
nodes who respond to the coordination request, we adopt the
method in [3]. Lettv represent the time gap between two
consecutive successful transmissions. From [3],

tv = E[Nc](E[Coll]+τ+DIFS)+E[Idle](E[Nc]+1)+E[S]
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whereE[Nc] is the average number of collisions withintv,
E[Coll] is the average collision length,E[S] is the average
successful transmission time,τ is maximum propagation delay
andE[Idle] is the average number of idle slots withintv. For
the FLEX protocol, we can compute them as [3]:

E[Nc] =
1 − (1 − p)K

Kp(1 − p)K−1
− 1

E[Coll] = m, E[Idle] =
(1 − p)K

1 − (1 − p)K
· tslot

E[S] = m + 2 · δ + SIFS + ACK + DIFS (4)

where δ is the packet transmission delay,K is the number
of transmitting nodes, andm is the MAC transmission time
for FLEX acknowledgement packets. Using these results, we
can compute the average time required forN(n) nodes to
acknowledge the initiator:E[Tack(N(n)] =

∑|N(n)|
K=1 tv(K).

In Figure 5 we verify the proposed model using Qualnet
simulations. We placeX nodes around a center noden
(with the same distance ton). Each node needs to send an
ACK to n. We measure the average time required forn to
collect all the ACKs and compare them to the estimatedTack.
Results show that the analytical result closely approximate
the simulated protocol performance. Hence, APs can use this
analytical result to optimize the request backoff window size,
the protection period and the values of timeouts.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate FLEX in terms of its alloca-
tion algorithm and coordination protocol. We implement the
FLEX coordination protocol using the Qualnet simulator. We
examine the adaptation delay of FLEX’s coordination protocol
using different network and traffic scenarios.

A. FLEX Protocol Performance

We evaluate the protocol performance by measuring:
(1) System convergence time which is the time required to

finish the last local improvement. It represents the adaptation
delay over traffic dynamics.

(2) Coordination overhead which is the total number of local
improvement events, including both successful and failed ones.
It estimates the protocol communication overhead.

Because the coordination delay depends heavily on the
number of conflicting neighbors per AP, we first examine the
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protocol performance assuming a grid topology where APs
have 4 and 8 conflicting neighbors, respectively. To examine
the protocol scalability, we expand the grid size to increase the
number of APs while keeping the same number of conflicting
neighbors. We also examine the impact of random topologies
where APs are placed randomly on the grid with up to 4 and
8 neighbors. We assume each data channel provides 1Mbps
bandwidth in average.

We assume APs can identify and communicate directly
with conflicting peers using a 802.11 control radio. The
simulation configuration is listed in Table I. Using the default
configuration, the analytical estimation forT is E[T ] = 12ms.
We set the initial request backoff window size to10E[T ]. We
setTP = 4E[T ] and the timeouts to4E[T ] to schedule local
events. Each simulation is 100s. The result is averaged over
30 random seeds.

TABLE I

QUALNET SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Default Range
# of APs (N ) 400 9–400

# of data channels 30 5–80
# of neighbors per AP 8 4,8, random in [0,4][0,8]
Traffic load per APs 10Mbps random in [5,15]Mbps
Control channel rate 1Mbps 1,2,5.5Mbps

1) Static Traffic Load: We start from a simple scenario
where APs have static traffic load. We use this experiment
to examine the system optimization time at initialization.We
assume APs start from an empty allocationS = {0, 0, ...0}
and coordinate to reach an efficient allocation.

Figure 6(a) shows that the coordination overhead (the num-
ber of local improvements) scales linearly with the network
size and is insensitive to the degree of conflict. This result
confirms our analysis on the system convergence. Figure 6(b)
shows that the system convergence time flattens quickly as the
network scale increases. The different trends in Figure 6(a)
and (b) demonstrate the power of parallel execution of local
improvement events. As the degree of conflict increases from
4 to 8, the amount of time to finish a single local improvement
increases, and hence the system convergence time increasesas
well. But most importantly, we see that the proposed system
converges quickly, requiring only 7-15s for a network of 400
APs.

We are also interested in understanding how local improve-
ments iteratively refine the network-wide spectrum allocation.
Figure 6(c) plots the cumulative distribution of each AP’s
allocated channels at different stages of the entire process
(50% represents half into the coordination process). Starting
from an empty allocation, APs gradually acquire channels
and balance their allocations. Halfway into the process, 75%
of APs obtain more than 6 channels, while the rest have 0-
4 channels. At the end of the process, the spectrum usage
becomes well balanced.

2) Dynamic Traffic Load: We now examine the FLEX
protocol when APs have dynamic traffic load. Instead of
starting from an empty allocation, APs will adjust from their
present allocations. Therefore, only APs experiencing traffic

variations and their neighbors will perform local improve-
ments, significantly reducing adaptation delay. In this case,
the convergence time depends on the percentage of APs with
traffic variations, their location, and the degree of traffic
variations.

Similar to [17], we examine the convergence time using two
types of traffic patterns: 1) uniform traffic patterns where APs’
traffic varies randomly between [5,15]Mbps; and 2) hotspot
traffic patterns where a small percentage of APs located in the
center have traffic varying randomly between [5,15]Mbps and
the others have static traffic load.

Uniform Traffic Figure 7(a) plots the convergence time
for uniform dynamic traffic over a network of 400 APs. As
expected, the convergence time increases with the number
of APs with traffic variations. Compared to Figure 6(b), the
convergence time reduces from 17s to 5.5s if 50% of APs
change traffic load. Even at a 100% rate, the delay of 8s is also
significantly smaller because APs adjust from a non-empty
allocation.

Hotspot Traffic Figure 7(b) plots the convergence time
when a number of APs in the center of a 20x20 network
change traffic dynamically. We measure the result over differ-
ent percentage of APs in the hotspot. Compared to the uniform
traffic scenario, the system requires slightly higher adaptation
time when the same percentage of APs change traffic. This is
because local improvement events are densely packed in the
center (shown in Figure 7(c)), which reduces the level of the
parallelism. On the other hand, Figure 7(c) also shows that
the local improvement events are self-contained in the hotspot
area, indicating a powerful property of FLEX’s local actions.
Overall, the adaptation delay of 2-6s is still significantlysmall
for a large WiFi deployment of 400 APs.

3) Sensitivity Analysis: In this section we study how
different system settings affect FLEX. Previous figures have
shown the impact of network scale and conflict degree. We
now examine the impact of the number of data channelsM ,
the control radio data rate and the network topology.

Varying M Figure 8(a) plots the convergence time for a
400 AP network over differentM values. The convergence
time scales linearly withM . For a conflict degree of 4, the
curve flattens afterM > 50 because of usage saturation.

Varying Control Radio Rate We compare the convergence
time when the control radio data rate varies between 1-
5.5Mbps, shown in Figure 8(b). As expected, FLEX benefits
from a higher control data rate. More importantly, the results
indicate the convergence time increases only linearly as the
control data rate drops.

Random AP Topology The above simulations use a grid
topology to control the conflict degree. We also evaluate
FLEX when APs are randomly deployed. We assume APs are
randomly scattered in an area of 4000mx4000m. By adjusting
transmission/interference ranges, we produce various network
topologies of different conflict conditions. Figure 8(c) shows
the result when each AP has up to 4 or 8 conflicting neighbors.
Similarly, the convergence time increases linearly with the
network scale and is significantly small (0.5–6s).
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VI. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss practical issues associated with
our network model and problem definition.

Identification and Communication with Conflicting APs
Because APs are statically placed, each AP can periodically
perform interference measurements to identify conflicting
peers using the techniques proposed in [12], [17]. FLEX’s
local improvements can naturaly adapt spectrum allocation
to varying conflict conditions across APs as their associated
users move. The FLEX coordination protocol assumes APs
can directly communicate with conflicting peers to broadcast
channel usage and exchange coordination messages. This can
be done by configuring the communication range of the control
radio as the interference range of the cognitive radio. As a
refinement, users associated with APs can also relay these

messages between interfering APs.

Extension to Complex Interference Characterizations. In
this paper, we use a widely used binary matrix [9], [12],
[15] to model the pair-wise interference among access points.
Recent work [17] refines this model using probabilistic pair-
wise model to approximate packet losses. Our work can
be extended to this model by adding weights to channels.
On the other hand, many practical interference models are
based on aggregated SNR measurements, namely the physical
model [9]. The channel allocation problem under this model,
however, becomes extremely complex because in order to
determine a node’s incoming interference, every node in the
whole network needs to be considered. We are investigating
efficient allocation schemes by reducing the global interference
constraint into a set of local constraints.
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VII. R ELATED WORK

The idea of traffic-aware spectrum allocation has also been
considered in existing literatures [13], [17]. In [13], theauthors
propose an algorithm to assign dynamic-width channels to
APs, and improve the system fairness by assigning wider
channels to APs with more users. In [17], the authors propose
to assign different weights to APs according to their traffics,
such that APs with more traffics can be farther separated
in frequency to minimize interference. While both [13], [17]
propose centralized algorithms that perform well in small scale
networks, our distributed algorithm and protocol design targets
large-scale dynamic-traffic networks. Our results show that
our solution is able to scale to a large network size, and
can perform fine grained spectrum allocation by fast local
adaptation.

Our work differs from [4], a distributed algorithm that
assigns channels to maximize system fairness. First, while[4]
assumes backlogged traffic and focuses on AP-level fairness,
our work extends the problem scope significantly by consider-
ing heterogeneity in traffic demands and addressing user-level
fairness. Results in Section V show that our approach signif-
icantly outperforms [4] under real traffic dynamics. Second,
our work uses a very different evaluation methodology. Instead
of focusing on algorithmic complexity such as iterations, we
build a highly efficient coordination protocol to realize the
proposed algorithms and focus on complexity metrics like
system adaptation delay. By enabling spatial parallelism,we
conclude that the complexity remains flat as network size
grows, rather than the linear growth trend as suggested by
[4].

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we present FLEX, a distributed architecture for
WiFi access points to dynamically access spectrum to adapt to
varying user traffic demands and maximize user satisfaction.
Using cognitive radios, APs coordinate to apply local improve-
ments recursively and tune network-wide spectrum allocation
to maximize proportional fairness. We implement FLEX as a
light-weight coordination protocol for practical deployment.
Through detailed analysis and experimental evaluation, we
show that FLEX converges quickly, provides users with
proportional-fair spectrum usage and significantly outperforms
existing spectrum allocation proposals.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 2

The convergence of the system follows from the fact that the
system utility increases every time and there are only a finite
number of possible assignments in the system. Next, when
traffic demands are equal, following a similar proof in [4], we
can prove that after an expected number of O(N2) iterations,
the system will converge. Finally, the third part of Theorem1
follows from the following lemma:

Lemma 1:Given aP × Q binary matrixBP×Q, and a list
of (traffic) numberst0, t1, · · · , tQ−1, let r = P/Σti. Define
Sn =

∑P−1
m=0 Bm,n, for 0 ≤ n ≤ Q − 1. Then there exists

0 ≤ c ≤ P − 1, s.t.

Lc =
∏

0≤i≤Q−1,Bc,i=1

(

Si − 1

Si

)ti

≥
r − 1

r
. (5)

Proof: We prove the Lemma by an induction onQ.
When Q = 1, r = P/t0. If for some 0 ≤ c ≤ P − 1,

Bc,0 = 0, then c satisfies (5). Otherwise, for all0 ≤ c ≤ P−1,
Bc,0 = 1. ThenS0 = r · t0, and for arbitrary c, the left side
is ( r·t0−1

r·t0
)t0 , by Lemma 2, greater than the right side.
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Assuming the lemma holds for allk < Q (Q ≥ 2), we
derive two cases ofQ:
• If there exists0 ≤ i ≤ Q−1, s.t.Si/ti ≤ r. Then we can

find thec required in the Lemma from those withBc,ni
= 0,

with the help of induction hypothesis.
• If for all 0 ≤ i ≤ Q − 1, Si/ti > r, then

P−1
∏

c=0

Lc =
∏

0≤c≤P−1

∏

0≤i≤Q−1,Bc,i=1

(

Si − 1

Si

)ti

=
∏

0≤i≤Q−1

∏

0≤c≤P−1,Bc,i=1

(

Si − 1

Si

)ti

=
∏

0≤i≤Q−1

(

Si − 1

Si

)Si·ti

(Lemma2) ≥
∏

0≤i≤Q−1

(

r · ti − 1

r · ti

)r·ti·ti

(Lemma2) ≥
∏

0≤i≤Q−1

(

r − 1

r

)r·ti

=

(

r − 1

r

)r·Σti

=

(

r − 1

r

)P

(6)

Hence
∏P−1

c=0 Lc ≥ ( r−1
r

)P . BecauseLc ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ c ≤
P − 1, there must exist0 ≤ c ≤ P − 1, s.t. Lc ≥ r−1

r
.

In the following, we will be using these results:
Lemma 2:f(x) = (1− 1

x
)x is monotonically increasing in

[1, +∞). f(x) = (1− 1
r·x)x, r ≥ 1 is monotonically increasing

in [1, +∞). f(x) = (1 + 1
r·x)x, r ≥ 1, is monotonically

increasing in[1, +∞).
Next, we prove Theorem 1 using LEMMA 1. LetM =

(tn +
∑

k∈N(n) tk) · r + r0, r, r0 ∈ Z, 0 ≤ r0 ≤ d,
r = b M

tn+
∑

k∈N(n) tk
c. If r = 0, the theorem is trivial. In the

following we assumer > 0. Suppose on the contrary that for
some n,

Sn ≤

(⌊

M

tn +
∑

k∈N(n) tk

⌋

− 1

)

· t. (7)

Suppose there ared elements in N(n), and suppose
W.L.O.G. they are indexed by{0, 1, · · · , d − 1} (i.e. N(n) =
{0, 1, · · · , d − 1}), and n is indexed byd. Also suppose
W.L.O.G. that the channels assigned ton are indexed by
{M−1, M−2, · · · , M−Sn}. We can represent the allocation
matrix {am,n} by:

Index 0 · · · d-1 d · · ·

0 · · · · · · · · · 0 · · ·
...

...
. . .

... · · ·
...

M − Sn − 1 · · · · · · · · · 0 · · ·
M − Sn 0 · · · 0 1 · · ·

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

M-1 0 · · · 0 1 · · ·

Now a(0:M−Sn−1),(0:d−1) satisfies the conditions in Lemma
1, with P = M − Sn andQ = d. By Lemma 1, there exists

0 ≤ c ≤ M − Sn − 1, s.t.

∏

0≤i≤d−1,ac,i=1

(

(
∑M−Sn−1

m=0 am,i) − 1

(
∑M−Sn−1

m=0 am,i)

)ti

≥
r′ − 1

r′
. (8)

wherer′ =
M − Sn

Σti
≥

M − (r − 1) · t

Σti

=
((t + Σti) · r + r0) − (r · t − t)

Σti
> r. (9)

Becauseam,i = 0 for M − Sn ≤ m ≤ M − 1 and 0 ≤

i ≤ d − 1, we have
∑M−Sn−1

m=0 am,i =
∑M−1

m=0 am,i = Si,
0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1. Next, from (8),

∏

0≤i≤d−1,ac,i=1

(

Si − 1

Si

)ti

≥
r′ − 1

r′
>

r − 1

r
. (10)

• Sn = 0. Then

(Sn + 1)t ·
∏

i∈N(n)∧ac,i=1

(Si − 1)ti

> 0 (by(10))

= (Sn)t ·
∏

i∈N(n)∧ac,i=1

(Si)
ti . (11)

• Sn > 0. Then

(Sn + 1)t ·
∏

i∈N(n)∧ac,i=1(Si − 1)ti

(Sn)t ·
∏

i∈N(n)∧ac,i=1(Si)ti

=

(

Sn + 1

Sn

)t

·
∏

0≤i≤d−1,ac,i=1

(

Si − 1

Si

)ti

(by(10)) >

(

Sn + 1

Sn

)t

·
r − 1

r

(by(7)) ≥

(

(r − 1) · t + 1

(r − 1) · t

)t

·
r − 1

r

(Lemma2) ≥
(r − 1) + 1

(r − 1)
·
r − 1

r
= 1. (12)

In both cases, it shows that we can apply local improvements
over A by assigning channelc to noden. This contradicts
with the assumption that the system has converged and no
more local improvements can improve the system utility.


